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Summoning Sierra’s Smile
A few days ago, Adrienne and I were in
one of the ladies’ bedrooms putting up
some new blinds and fixing a bed issue.
Her eldest daughter was sitting on her
mother’s bed playing with a smart phone.
Her attention was completely engrossed
into whatever was happening
on her device, so I picked a
pillow off the floor and gently
tossed it in her general
direction. She looked up
from her device and gave
me the biggest smile. I
could see it in her eyes
and in her smile.
She
knew that she, her sister and her
momma were safe at the village. It is
our hope and prayer that 20 years from
now she will come and visit us at the
Village and tell us about the great things
that have happened in her life.
When we do our intake paperwork for a
new resident, one of the questionnaires
that we ask the ladies to fill out is an ACE
assessment. ACE stands for Adverse
Childhood Experience. The test is a set
of 10 questions that have to do with
exposure to specific life experiences

before the age of 19. Those experiences
have to do with the following: physical,
sexual or emotional abuse; physical or
emotional neglect; a mother that was
treated abusively; household substance
abuse or mental illness; parental separation
or divorce; or having a family
member that is/was
incarcerated. Most of the
women and children that
we serve at the Village can
answer in the affirmative
that they have been
exposed to a multitude of
these experiences. These
experiences cause toxic stress in
children and young adults.
Imagine that you are standing on a street
corner, getting ready to cross the street.
As soon as you take your first step, a semitruck seemingly comes out of thin air and is
speeding towards you. With a burst of
adrenaline, you jump backwards and get out
of the way just in time. That burst of
adrenaline served its purpose and kept you
safe. That’s a good thing, right? But what
if you were having to dodge semitrucks all day every day? What if each
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Thank you to everyone who supported and came out to our 1st ever Barn
Bash and 3rd annual AIM for Advocacy! We had such an amazing turn
out and are so excited for next year.

Aim for Advocacy Committee

Becky & Barry Lunney

Congratulations to our AIM clay pigeon
shooters!

Bobby & Margie Martin

1st Place: Dan Dykema

Becky & Jeff Wisener

2nd Place: Andrew Loveland

Cynthia Coughlin

3rd Place: Will Kraner

Jim Haworth

4th Place: Dr. Jeff Wisener

Shyla, a current resident, shared her story to the
group last year. The respect that she received
from the men was a first for her. This year, she
returned, and wanted to share with them how
they had made a difference in her life’s journey.

Thank you to our host, Spring Valley Anglers
Rod & Gun Club!

Village News

Thank you to our sponsors!

Due to the overwhelming response, we were able to raise $113,586.00 to support our
women and children as they restore, rebuild, and renew their lives. Huge thank you to all
our sponsors and volunteers, we could not do this without you all.
AIM Committee Members:
Jim Haworth
Jeff Wisener
Bobby Martin
Barry Lunney
Barn Bash Committee Members:

Becky Wisener
Nancy Trammel
Jill Bright
Amy Koogler

If you missed Rosa’s testimony,
please go to
www.restorationvillage.net to
view and share.

Continued from Page 1
day was like playing a game of ‘Frogger’ or ‘Crossy You’ve had the chance to read some of the stories of
Road’ in real life? The effects of toxic stress can our residents during the year, and if you haven’t been to
be devastating on a child’s development and our website in the past week, I would encourage you
physical health. “The CDC’s ACE Study to watch Rosa’s video that is now on our
uncovered a stunning link between childhood homepage at restorationvillage.net. We are so
trauma and the chronic diseases people proud of Rosa and the courage it took to tell her story.
develop as adults, as well as social and
emotional problems. This includes heart disease, Our Barn Bash and Aim for Advocacy event wrapped up
two weekends ago. It was a huge success.
lung cancer, diabetes and many autoimmune
I
could
see
Thank you to all our sponsors, attendees,
diseases, as well as depression, violence,
board and committee members, and
being a victim of violence, and it in her
eyes and in group of dedicated volunteers that made
suicide.” (acestoohigh.com blog)
it happen. There is already buzz happening
her
smile.
There is a Ted Talk by Dr. Nadine Burke
about next year’s event. It was also a joy to
Harris on YouTube. It’s a 16 minute video
have resident Shyla come back out to the clay
in which she discusses the ACE study, our current pigeon shoot Saturday morning and share with the men
health crisis, and resiliency. I would encourage and women there about her progress since she shared
all of you to google ‘nadine burke harris ted with them her story and struggle last year. I know it
talk’ and watch the video. It’s well worth your meant a lot to her to have the opportunity to
time.
thank them a year later for the outpouring of
support that she previously received.
The study also revealed that the damage can
be undone. If the child or teen can develop a Because of YOU, those who support us with
relationship with a stable, committed, and your financial, material, spiritual, and knowledge
caring adult (the adult doesn’t have to be a resources, we can continue to make a difference
family member), that relationship can offset in the lives of others and give voice to those who
all the consequences of toxic stress.
A previously had none. Because of YOU, we get to
relationship that provides support, stability, hear a woman laugh for the first time in years.
consistency, and love can provide hope and (seriously, go watch Rosa’s video) Because of
YOU, I get to witness that smile from a little girl
healing.
that until she came to the Village had only
Our approach at the Village is to provide trauma known encounters with semi-trucks. Thank you
informed care for each one of our women and so much for letting us be the place where our residents
children. We are able to address the individual come to know hope, renewal, healing, and restoration.
needs of each family versus a one size fits all Thank you for letting us provide shelter, stability,
comfort, and dignity to those in a time of need, added
approach. By addressing both short and long-term
to the staple of Beverly’s hugs and cooking, and David’s
needs, we identify and address obstacles that have
fatherly presence.
contributed or led to the resident's current crisis
situation. We do this within a multi-generational
framework. We offer healing, renewal, and
restoration to each woman; hope, healing and
stability for her children; and sometimes we
even have the chance to impact a third
generation, each woman’s parents or other
family members.

